FOOTBALL ROLL OF HONOR

The Men Whom the Best Coaches of the Country Have Named as the Stars of the Gridiron in 1914

Ends
Hardwick, Harvard
* Merrilat, Army
Stavrum, Wisconsin
* O’Hearn, Cornell
* Cherry, Ohio State
Robinson, Auburn

Bradlee, Harvard
Mahan, Harvard
Knowles, Yale
Mayer, Virginia
* Gray, Chicago
Macomber, Illinois
Pogue, Illinois
Sikes, Vanderbilt
Wilkinson, Syracuse
Tolly, Sewanee
Taylor, North Carolina

Tackles
Halligan, Nebraska
Burton, Kansas
Ballin, Princeton
* Talbot, Yale
Trumbull, Harvard
* Buck, Wisconsin
Keeler, Wisconsin
Shull, Chicago
Cody, Vanderbilt
Kelly, Tennessee
Dobbins, Sewanee

Pogue, Illinois
Overton, Kentucky
Pelletier, Pennsylvania
Reuthe, Wisconsin
Sanderson, Oklahoma
Scott, Kansas
Terry, Center

Quarterbacks
Logan, Harvard
Glick, Princeton
Tow, Amherst
* Prichard, Army
Paddock, Georgia
* Wilson, Yale
Gooch, Virginia
Russell, Chicago
Clark, Illinois
* Barrett, Cornell
Hughitt, Michigan
Gross, Iowa
* Hightower, Northwestern
Pickerel, Ohio State

Guards
White, Syracuse
* Pennock, Harvard
Chapman, Illinois
Shenk, Princeton

* Wilson, Yale
Overton, Kentucky
Pelletier, Pennsylvania
Reuthe, Wisconsin
Sanderson, Oklahoma
Scott, Kansas
Terry, Center

Centers
* Des Jardien, Chicago
Rosenthal, Minnesota
Cool, Cornell
Raynsford, Michigan
Journey, Pennsylvania
Pitts, Auburn

* Men so marked were on the honor list for 1913.

All the men on the above list were named as worthy of special mention by at least two prominent coaches who have seen them in action.